


 

  Emotion Recognition Based on Facial Expressions
 

The process of human communication is inextricably linked to the fluctuation of various emotions. When people
are experiencing basic emotions, their faces will display a variety of expression patterns, each with its own set

of characteristics and distribution scale.
Emotion recognition refers in psychology to the attribution of emotional states based on the observation of

visual and auditory nonverbal cues. Nonverbal cues include facial, vocal, postural, and gestural cues displayed
by a sender, that is, a person displaying an emotional reaction.

Emotional expression is part of the emotion regulation process and functions as a way to communicate internal
states to others. Emotional expression can include behavioral, nonverbal, and/or verbal expressions (Gross,

1998a). Emotional expression can be beneficial when adaptive and fit to a given situation
A widely accepted theory of basic emotions and their expressions, developed Paul Ekman, suggests we have

six basic emotions. They include sadness, happiness, fear, anger, surprise and disgust. 
The process of emotion expression reminds us the theory of communication.

So, we have the following elements: the sender of emotion, the receiver, the message itself and the medium or
channel. Regarding the mediums of emotion expression we have behavioral, nonverbal (body language, facial

expressions,gestures) and/or verbal expressions.
 



LESS 
IS
MORE 

KEEP IT SIMPLE 

SIMPLE
THINGS
COMPLEX
IMAGINATION 

SILENCE 
IS GOLD
 

WHITE FACE BRINGS
MY PERSONALITY
VS
MY PERSONALITY
BRINGS WHITE FACE
INTO LIFE 
 



“ ALEGRIA!! ”

Stella 



Stepan 

“I wish I had a little house ”



Irena   



“I’m greatful, I’m myself now”

Aurora    



“Think less!! Feel more!!”

Megan   



“ In a room full of clowns,
be a little house ”

Petra   



“live your life to the fullest”

Terka 



“Because not only have we tried to 
communicate with another language

 that is not our mother tongue, 
we did it to with the language of emotions. ”

Carolina     



“White face brings my personality 
into life

vs
My personality brings white face 

into life ”

“Less is more ”

Iro     



“As stupid as lovely ”

Vincenzo    



“ Finding more ways to express myself
in a world where communication seems 

so hard ”

Maria



“ Little by little, I'm learning to show my inner child,
sharing it with people who are here with me.... In this
magic place where I have been able to special and

talented people playing , singing , dancing ,
impprovising... This things have made a part of my

 life happier, because little things, little details,
 like signs of love can do amazing and big changes...

 It was a pleasure live this adventure ”

Lola 



“This is my face when I wake up 
and look in the mirror ” 

Tereza   



“Young too busy , old too tired,
don’t choose your life

live one” 

Mode



“This was my feeling at that time” 

Paulos



“I was confused.
 I’m still confused and I will be” 

Afroditi



“There are not good or bad 
emotions only positive and 

negative but both of them are 
good for us” 

Iva  



“I want to connect with others
and get in touch with my inner 

child and my playfulness” 

Georgia



“Daydreaming on happy memories ” 

Ilektra



“Time doesn’t wait.
Indecision will only let
opportunities slip by.

Pick a path and walk confidently 
with your heart behind every 

step” 

Maria 



“Seize the day.” 
 

Honza 


